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The Riddle of the “1” on Omega Mid-500 Series Calibres 
 

Some time ago, in a response to a 
question I put to the Omega museum 
about the number 1 inside the Omega 
symbol on the train bridge of mid-500 
series of calibres, the museum advised 
me to the effect that the figure 1 in the 
mid-500 series of calibres denotes that 
the movement is an upgrade on the 
original design, where ‘improvements’ 
were made after the initial production 
run.   

My correspondent, John Diethelm, wrote 
English as a second language, and 
while he clarified the re-design of the 
date jumper and date indicator driving 
wheel on the base calibre 560, I 
interpreted his comments about changes 

to the time-telling system in the base 550 calibre to mean a redesign of the setting lever, which, as you will 
discover below, was incorrect.   I laboured under that misapprehension for some years until a number of 
watchmakers pointed me to an explanation that challenged the ‘received’ version of events. 

It was a fact that one of the vintage world’s greatest series production movements had some design challenges 
(or at least showed potential for improvement) once it rolled off the production line and was tested initially in the 
market.  This is not at all uncommon and still happens today when a new movement series is launched and 
faults emerge or better engineering solutions appear as a result of quality reviews.  But those changes, including 
the modifications of the “time telling” parts of the movement, have been confused with the appearance of the 
number 1 within the Omega symbol on these calibres. 

There were two base, or platform, calibres for the mid-500 series of movements – calibre 550, the non date 
version and calibre 560, the dated version.  Both platforms were seventeen jewels, upon which extra jewels were 
added for the more high-value movements that appeared in Omega’s premium brands such as Constellation and 
some Seamasters.  The number “1” enclosed by the Omega symbol can be seen on both calibre series, but 
while explanations abound, there appears little mystery in the reason for its inclusion in some movements and 
not others, so let’s embark on a journey towards the solution using the ‘tourist’ route rather than the freeway. 

Design changes in calibres 550, 551 and 552. 

The first aspect to stress is that the number “1” appearing within the Omega symbol is very common in all mid-
500 series from the inception of the calibre, probably as common as movements that do not feature it.  

Firstly, let’s explore the modifications made to this calibre in the early days of its production. Described in Omega 
parts bulletins as the ‘hand assembly’, replacement parts included cannon pinions, centre and hour wheels and 
sweep pinion as the parts bulletin overleaf shows.   
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Not long after the initial release of the calibre 55X and 56X families, improvements were made to the hand 
assemblies of both calibres, and, henceforth, from that changeover period all future movements produced 
featured the upgrade as a matter of course.  This suggests that only a small volume of early versions of both 
calibres did not have the upgrade.  

560 base calibre 

Modifications were made to the date indicator driving wheel (where the double safety cam was eliminated) and 
also a modification was made to the date jumper where a much stronger spring design was incorporated, as 
shown in the parts bulletin below:  
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In early 1963 Omega announced the design upgrade on the calendar movements.  I have heard of no specific 
problems caused by the earlier system mentioned by watchmakers, and so the positive spin placed on the 
change by Omega may well be appropriate: 

 

Thus, this was the second modification to the mid-500 series and the above announcement makes it very clear 
that all calendar calibres in the series manufactured after serial 20,943,000 were furnished with the upgrade.   

Calibre 564 and 751 

In my experience and after having reviewed countless calibre 564 and 751 movements, I believe that the “1” 
enclosed by the Omega symbol is the general standard in all 751 movements and a mixture appears in the 
calibre 564 movements.  That is, if you were to encounter calibre 751 without the “1” it would be the absolute 
exception rather than the rule, and may indicate a replacement bridge.   

So, where is the logic in the placement of the number “1” within the Omega symbol, and does it have anything to 
do at all with upgrades to the movement?  The answer is that the inclusion of that pesky little digit has nothing at 
all to do with the upgrades and relates entirely to something else that goes back to 1949 when the new 
numbering system was introduced.  Review the extract from a technical bulletin of the time and the answer will 
become clear. 
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After reviewing the technical bulletin overleaf, it takes little power of deduction to conclude that the “1” within the 
symbol relates to the height of the dial.  Further, mid-500 series Omega Constellations (calibres 551, 561, 564 
and 751) used only two variations except in the calibre 751 where only the number “1” should always appear. 

Calibre 551, 561 and 564 series movements under Pie Pan dials (a higher dial) featured the H1 hands assembly 
and movements that powered domed or flat dialled models featured the normal hands assembly. Arguably, one 
way in which to determine if a dial is original to the watch is to match it against the legend in the extract overleaf. 
Pie Pan models should always have a “1” within the Omega symbol. 

Calibre 751 models however should always have the number 1. Notice in the 
comparison opposite (on the left a calibre 751 assembly showing an extra 
pinion for the star wheel and a longer canon pinion that accommodates the 
day change assembly) the extra height needed even on the flat dialled calibre 
751 collections.  

Summary 

The presence or absence of the number “1” within an Omega symbol on 
Omega Constellations can be summed up as follows: 

• The number in the symbol denotes the height of the hands assembly; 
• Mid-500 series Omega Constellations featured two variations of hands assembly: normal height and H1, 

a larger height to accommodate pie pan and the calibre 751 day assembly. 
• Normal height dials should not feature movements with the “1” in the symbol; 
• Pie pans and flat dials in calibre 751s should have the “1” 
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